Endomyocardial biopsy in differential diagnosis between arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy and dilated cardiomyopathy: an in vitro simulated study.
Arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC) and dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM), despite being two dramatically different entities, have overlapping phenotypes. As it is easy to misdiagnose between ARVC and DCM, there is a need to establish a new differential diagnostic parameter to differentiate the two. We investigated the utility of endomyocardial biopsy (EMB) for the differential diagnosis, and our study had three aims. The first was to verify the EMB high diagnostic efficacy. The second was to investigate the EMB perforation risk at the right ventricle (RV) free wall of end-stage ARVC. The third was to determine the best EMB sampling site in differential diagnosis between ARVC and DCM. Transmural tissues were sampled at six sites on the ventricular free walls and interventricular septum of recipient hearts (35 ARVCs and 35 DCMs). Participants with wall thickness <1.7 mm were included in the subgroup with high perforation risk, and the rest were included in a subgroup with low perforation risk. The best EMB sampling site was determined by the largest area under curve (AUC) among receiver operating characteristic curves. We found significant differences (P<.01) in percentages of tissue components in transmural sections between ARVC and DCM. In the subgroup with high perforation risk, there were 12 ARVCs and no DCMs, and paper-like RV walls and transmural fat replacement were their features in the cardiac enhancement computed tomography images. In the subgroup with low perforation risk, the largest AUC was on the myocardium at the ARV: AUC=0.839, cutoff=74.76%, sensitivity=73.68%, specificity=97.14%. We conclude that EMB high differential diagnostic efficacy is a meaningful fact regardless of limited sampling range, that EMB perforation risk at the RV free wall of end-stage ARVC cannot be neglected, and that the best EMB sampling site is the ARV. Among participants with low perforation risk, ARV is still recommended as an EMB sampling site with good differential diagnostic efficacy.